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Barrel, Darrell Normal[email protected]Com, Source: Papal: The Journal for 

Decision Makers. July-Suppose, Volvo. 31 Issue 3, pap-1 7. Up. Authors: 

Glommed, Erin, Source: Businesslike-com. 5/2/2014, pa; 6. 1 p. Authors: 

MOTOS, Frederica, Source: Journal of HigherEducationPolicy & Management. 

Decided, Volvo. 35 Issue 6, IPPP-638. APP. Q #2: Plagiarism Is a major 

challenge In many qualityacademicInstitutions. Review the literature on 

plagiarism including the plagiarism web site. How do you plan to ensure the 

originality of your work within this program? 

Provide specific steps that will guide you to writing with integrity at the 

scholarly level. Make sure you properly cite the sources used. Also, for future

reference, research sources at the radiate level need to be research Journal 

articles. Generic web sites such as all like Wisped. Avoid the use of such 

sources in any graduate level work unless directed by the course/professor 

like in the case of the plagiarism web site. In today's era of education, 

plagiarism is a global issue; each academic institution is facing heavy issue. 

Plagiarism is derived from the Latin word " predatory', which means 

kidnapping or theft. " Plagiarism, broadly defined, encompasses presenting 

other people's ideas as your own without clearly giving them credit". This is 

only to vomit or pretending to be someone else's work, thoughts, 

expressions and information as it is your own. Do not give appropriate 

recognition. The most common types of plagiarism mentioned are as follow; 

1. Passing someone else's work as if it is your own 2. Copy information from 

unreliable source 3. Using incorrect paraphrasing 4. 
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Improper references 5. Copying from your own material Scholars can ensure 

the originality of their work by avoiding the above five points. A lot of 

research and evidence has shown that students'cheatingis one of the biggest

academic problems nowadays. In recent years, the issue developed by large 

data in the online sources, by depending on the same rather thancritical 

thinkingand analysis of the conclusion of the subject matter, and relies on 

unreliable online resources, it is the wrong way, and it is called plagiarism. 

Plagiarism has become a serious topic, discussed in this era of higher 

education. It is an academic dishonesty which is composed of many students

who are unaware of academic ethics. By schools, colleges and university 

students completed the serious problem of plagiarism, students do 

plagiarism because lack of time, confidence andstress. Plagiarism may occur 

accidental or intentionally. Whether plagiarism is how it happened, it is 

illegal and not acceptable at any university. 

This is the reputation of the university, if the student submission is 

plagiarism, which is not acceptable, the university has to punish those 

students. The other hand, the basic objective is to establish education 

students create and analyze opinions and generate their own ideas, by 

repeating old ideas without new ideas, the educational objectives will not be 

met. Http://support. Obscenest. Com/knowledge_base/detail. PH? Id= 6320 
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